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ABSTRACT: The present paper considers the field tests of conical foundations in the anthropogenic soils
of Karaganda coal basin. The data of full-scale plate tests (simulating pier foundation operation) and conical
foundations showed that in the elastic work stage of soil base the load-settlement dependence is the same for
both types of foundations (as their initial areas exposed to loading are equivalent and equal). As long as the
horizontal tensile strains of the anthropogenic soils are arising, these properties are repeated, that almost entirely
is confirmed by carried out researches.
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INTRODUCTION

Field testing of deformable foundations is the part of
prediction process of the geological phenomena. It
precisely reflects the nature of the interaction of the
building and its foundation. Constructions, buildings
and conditions used in experiments taking into account
of the speed of ground loading, i.e. the construction
duration and the duration of the deformation impact
of undermined foundation, are correspond to the real
conditions of interaction between the buildings and
undermined foundation (Zhussupbekov A.Zh. et al.,
2008).
The need in the test of building structures occurs
in a variety of conditions, including the case when the
theoretical problem-solving methods are inadequate.
In this case the experimental methods of investigation
of the materials, structures and facilities are the final
stage of checking all the taken in computation prerequisites, therefore they are essential to the theory and
practice of modern construction (Zhussupbekov A.A.
et al., 2008).
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Figure 1. Conical foundations with different angle of
digging.

GETTING STARTED
Figure 2. Conical foundations testing.

Field experiments were carried out in full-scale conditions at the Kostenko mine (Karaganda, Kazakhstan)
in order to investigate the dependence of conical shape
foundations digging on the different angles of digging,
conical foundations on prominent abutment, conical
foundations on combined standing pile and the pier
foundation on horizontal tensile strains of the Earth’s
surface (Fig. 1–8).
The methodology of researches consisted of the
following: experimental foundations and building

model were installed on the territory of Earths’surface,
where the movement and deformation of strata were
found due to the excavating of coal beds. There were
installed observation stations in order to get information about movement deformations of the land surface.
Deformations of the land surface, caused by undermining, were computed by the movement of ground
reference marks, installed on the 3 × 3 m mesh with the
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Figure 3. Conical foundation with prominent abutment.

Figure 6. Conical foundations with combined standing
pile, pile height 540 mm.

Figure 4. Conical foundation testing with prominent
abutment.

Figure 7. Conical foundations with combined standing pile
testing.

Figure 5. Conical foundations with standing pile, pile
height 270 mm.

depth of 1.5 m. While staking out the mesh, each experimental area was placed into the one of three-meter
intervals of the ground reference marks’ mesh. Loading the experimental foundations were carried out with
the metallic slabbers with the net weight of 1.25*104H.
The foundation settlements were measured by Aistov’s
deflect-meters located on the extreme points by axes
passing through the centre of experimental foundations. The depth of installed foundations was equal to
h = 0.5 m. For the comparison of work of mechanism
of the undermining foundations under vertical load
there were taken the experimental conical foundations
with a diameter (on the contact area with the ground)

Figure 8. Plate test of the foundation.

of 0.75 m and 0.42 m and the stamp (imitating pier
foundation) with the same diameter.
According to M. Abelev, applying stamps with circular shape provides more uniform load transfer to the
base than square shape. Often appearing cracks on the
corners of square stamps are the evidence of stress
concentration near the corners and non-uniform stress
state of soils on the different points of the stamp.Therefore the circular stamps with area of A = 4416 cm2 and
2462 cm2 were used. The opening angle of the cone
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Figure 9. “Load-settlement” diagrams of conical foundations with digging angle of 70◦ and of pier foundation,
d = 750 mm: a, g – curves obtained at horizontal tensile
strains of ε = 0; b, d – curves obtained at horizontal tensile
strains of ε = 2.6*10−3 ; - - - - curves obtained by FEM.

Figure 10. “Load-settlement” diagrams of conical foundations with digging angle of 80◦ and of pier foundation,
d = 750 mm: a, g – curves obtained at horizontal tensile
strains of ε = 0; b, d – curves obtained at horizontal tensile
strains of ε = 2.6*10−3 ; - - - - curves obtained by FEM.

was 90◦ for conical foundations with prominent abutment and foundations combined with standing pile, as
well as 90◦ , 80◦ and 70◦ for conical foundations. An
initial depth of the conical foundations before their
testing was equal to 0.75 of the radius of conical
foundation’ pad.

3

FULL-SCALE EXPERIMENT RESULTS

According to the results of instrumental observations
there were obtained the “load-settlement” diagrams of
experimental foundations with cone-shaped base and
pier foundations depending on the horizontal tensile
strains (Fig. 9–13).

Figure 11. “Load-settlement” diagrams of conical foundations with digging angle of 90◦ and of pier foundation,
d = 750 mm: a, g – curves obtained at horizontal tensile
strains of ε = 0; b, d – curves obtained at horizontal tensile
strains of ε = 2.6*10−3 ; - - - - curves obtained by FEM.

Figure 12. “Load-settlement”diagrams of conical foundations with combined standing pile, the pile height is 270 mm:
a, g – curves obtained at horizontal tensile strains of ε = 0;
b, d – curves obtained at horizontal tensile strains of
ε = 2.6*10−3 ; - - - - curves obtained by FEM.

4

CONCLUSIONS

The results of full-scale plate tests (imitating pier foundation) and of conical foundations showed that the
load-settlement dependences in the elastic work stage
of soil base are the same for both types of foundations
(as the initial areas exposed to loading are equivalent
and equal to A = πd2 /4, where d – diameter of the conical and pier foundation on the surface of soil base).
At further increase of loading, the nature of deformations of bases of testing foundations is considerably
different from each other. This is explained by the
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An empirical equation for determining the settlement of conical foundations obtained from the field
conditions of undermining:

where: S0 – settlement of conical foundation before
undermining works;
SU – settlement of conical foundation after engineering works;
D – empirically determined coefficient:
– for conical foundation with combined standing
pile equal to 115.5;
– for conical foundation with different angles of
digging equal to 83.7;
– for conical foundation with prominent abutment
equal to 17.7;

Figure 13. “Load-settlement”diagrams of conical foundations with prominent abutment: a, g – curves obtained at
horizontal tensile strains of ε = 0; b, d – curves obtained
at horizontal tensile strains of ε = 2.6*10−3 ; - - - - curves
obtained by FEM.

fact that during the digging of foundation with conical shape the bearing capacity of base is increasing at
the same time due to directly proportional increase on
the contact area with the ground.
In traditional pier foundation (stamp) this phenomenon is not observed due to the constant contact
area with the soil mass.
All these properties are repeated while testing above
mentioned foundations in the tensile ground stratum.

ε – horizontal tensile strains, 0 < ε < 12*10−3 .
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